
PD inrush baseline v120

Info (not part of baseline)

This baseline addresses MR 1277 which deals with the deficiencies of Clause 33’s PD inrush section. Below is
the text of Clause 145, modified to match with Clause 33.
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VPort_PD is the static input voltage at the PD PI

IPort is the input current, either DC or RMS

NOTE—When connected together as a system, the PSE and PD might exhibit instability at the PSE side, the PD side, or 
both due to the presence of negative impedance at the PD input. See Annex 33A for PD design guidelines for stable 
operation.

33.3.7.3 Input inrush current 

Inrush current is drawn during the startup period beginning with the application of input voltage at the PI 
compliant with VPort_PD requirements as defined in Table 33–18, and ending when CPort is charged to 99% of 
its final value. This period should be less than TInrush min per Table 33–11.

Type 2 PDs with pse_power_type state variable set to 2 prior to power-on shall behave like a Type 1 PD for 
at least Tdelay min. Tdelay starts when VPD crosses the PD power supply turn on voltage, VOn. This delay is 
required so that the Type 2 PD does not enter a high power state before the PSE has had time to switch 
current limits from IInrush to ILIM.

Input inrush current at startup is limited by the PSE if CPort < 180 µF, as specified in Table 33–11.

If CPort  180 µF, input inrush current shall be limited by the PD so that IInrush_PD max is satisfied.

33.3.7.4 Peak operating power

VOverload is the PD PI voltage when the PD is drawing the permissible PPeak_PD.

At any static voltage at the PI, and any PD operating condition, the peak power shall not exceed 
PClass_PD max for more than TCUT min, as defined in Table 33–11 and 5% duty cycle. Peak operating power 
shall not exceed PPeak max.

Ripple current content (IPort_ac) superimposed on the DC current level (IPort_dc) is allowed if the total input 
power is less than or equal to PClass_PD max.

The RMS, DC and ripple current shall be bounded by Equation (33–10):

(33–10)

where
IPort is the RMS input current

IPort_dc is the DC component of the input current

IPort_ac is the RMS value of the AC component of the input current

The maximum IPort value for all operating VPort_PD range shall be defined by the following equation:

(33–11)

where
Iportmax is the maximum DC and RMS input current

VPort_PD is the static input voltage at the PD PI
PClass_PD is the maximum power, PClass_PD max, as defined in Table 33–18
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Replace 33.3.7.3 as follows:

33.3.7.3 Input inrush current

The PD inrush time duration is defined as beginning with the application of input voltage at the PI when VPD crosses
the PD power supply turn on voltage, VOn PD as defined in Table 33–18, and ends after Tdelay.

The inrush current is the initial current drawn by the PD, which is used to charge CPort. A PD may limit the inrush
current below IInrush PD to allow for large values of CPort.

Pick this paragraph:

The PSE limits the inrush current to IInrush until the PD input voltage reaches 99% of steady state or until TInrush, as
defined in Table 33–11. PD requirements are impacted by PSE current limits. See 33.2.7.5 for details.

or this one:

The PSE either uses the legacy power up method, whereby it limits the inrush current to IInrush until the PD input voltage
reaches 99% of steady state, or it limits the inrush current for a fixed amount of time, TInrush, as defined in Table 33–11.
See ‘legacy powerup’ in 33.2.4.4.

PDs shall draw less than IInrush PD from TInrush min until Tdelay, when connected to a source that meets the requirements
of 33.2.7.5. This delay is required so that the PD does not enter a high power state before the PSE has had time to change
the available current from the POWER UP to the POWER ON limits. A PD can meet this requirement by either having
CPort charged within TInrush min or by limiting the input inrush current.

PDs with pse power type set to 1 shall conform to PClass PD and PPeak PD within TInrush min as defined in Table 33–11.
PDs with pse power type set to 2 shall not exceed the input average power limit for Class 3 from TInrush min until Tdelay.
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